COMMUNITY OUTREACH
- retaliation
- support
- stigma
- shunning

COUNSELING

PRACTICAL LIFE CHANGES
- safety concerns
- change school
- no contact order
- change in class schedule
- change in living

EMOTIONAL RESPONSE
- PTSD
- anger
- fear
- uncertainty of incident
- paralysis
- shock
- denial
- embarrassment
- depression

INVESTIGATIVE PROCESSES
- university
- student conduct
- law enforcement
- title ix inquiry
- interview
- evidence collection

REPORT
- law enforcement
- hospital
- evidence collection
- medical/STD[propylactic]
- treatment
- crisis counseling
- family

REPORT WITH ACTION
- RA
- friends

REPORT WITHOUT ACTION
- no report
- effect of delay
- change mind

SURVIVOR

COMMUNICATIONS
- police
- family
- friends
- university
- job